AbstractmFive experiments explored the utility of subvocal rehearsal, and of an inner-ear/innervoice partnership, in tasks of auditory imagery. In three tasks (reinterpreting ambiguous auditory images, parsing meaningful letter strings, scanning familiar melodies) subjects relied on a partnership between the inner ear and inner voice, one similar to the phonological loop system described in the short-term memory literature. Apparently subjects subvoeally rehearsed the imagery material, which placed the material in a phonological store that allowed the imagery judgement. In a fourth task (distinguishing voiced and unvoiced consonants in imagery), subjects still subvoeally rehearsed, but seemed to need no additional phonological store to respond correctly. In this ease they may have consulted articulatory or kinesthetic cues instead. In a fifth experiment (making homophone judgements), subjects hardly even needed to subvoeally rehearse, a result suggesting that homophone judgements rely on some direct route from print to phonology. We consider the breadth of the partnership between the inner ear and inner voice, the level that subvoeal rehearsal occupies in the cognitive system, and the functional neuroanatomy of the phonological loop system.
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INTRODUCTION
Research on mental imagery has typically focused on visual, not auditory, imagery. Fortunately, this gap is closing [50] , for auditory imagery is important in its own right, occupying an intriguing position amidst diverse phenomena and research domains. For example, it may underlie the rehearsal processes of working memory [3, 7] and the phonological processes subserving some aspects of text comprehension [5, 10, 30] . Likewise, auditory imagery may play a role in music perception and cognition [19, 21, 36] , the verbal processes of self-regulatory cognition and even the auditory hallucinations of schizophrenia [60] .
In exploring auditory imagery, we cannot presume that insights about visual imagery will simply generalize, given the different sensory characteristics of sound and light, the different evolutionary histories of hearing and vision, or the different entanglements of hearing and vision with speech and language. For example, humans could well rely on processes of subvocal rehearsal to refresh or enliven auditory images, and the analogs to this in visual imagery remain unclear.
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